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Improving Memory Skills in Mentally Retarded Children

Empirical Research and Strategies for Intervention

General Back round

Introduction

The poor memory skills of mentally retarded children have attracted

videspread research and practical interest. Research in this domain can

be traced back as far as Galton's (1887) and Binet's 19_4) pioneering

studies of intellectual performance. Almost from the beginning of the

intelligence testing movement, memory items such

included on standardized intellige-e tests.

a digit span have been

It:became clear, however,

that the acknowledgment of memory inefficiency as one potentially definitive

characteristic of mental retardation neither explained the source of memory

deficits nor implied that the deficits were unmodifiable. 'Accordingly,

during the past 15 y'ears, attention has been .,directed toward investi-

gating why the memory skills of mentally retarded persons. appear td be

inefficient and how the defOts right be remedie ed through training.

The current esearch interest in the remediat on of memory defects marks

the beginning of a convergence of the concerns- of the researcher with

the interests of practitioneYs.in education and clinical settings,

1 ght of this shared interest, the goals of this chapter are two-

fold: (a) to present an overview of -dvances in empirical research and

theoretical accounts of the memory.performance of retarded school-aged

children and (b) to discuss the practical im01 cations of the improvement
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of my skills through training. Since there are a number of recent,

quite detailed reviews of research areas relevant to this topic (e.g.,

Borkowski & Cavanaugh, 1979; Brown, 1978; Brown &Camplone, 1978a, 1978b;

Camplone & Brawn, 1977: Detterman, 1979; Glidden, 1979), our discussion

will ;,'resent a selective, less technical review of this diterature. In-

stead of striving for completeness, we have selected rese paradigms

and investigations of particular relevance to those inte. _ed in practical

applications of this research in educational and clinical sett in

A Statement about Memory Theories

Although a detailed discussion of memory theories would not be appro-,

priate here, it is useful to introduce a few distinctions and indicate the

kind of research we will be considering. Many differ,ent,me ry theories

have been'proposed, but there is agreement that there are at least two

components of memory. One has been cal ed long-term-memory LIM) and is

presumed to be a store of accumulated knowledge. A person's LIM is con-

ceived of as having enormous capacity, and information ptored there is

presumed to be-fairly permanent. Although information in LIM is regarded

as being relatively permanent, the fact that information is available in

memory does not guarantee that a person will be able access that

information when it i- required. We shall return to this distinction

later because one major component of intelligence is the ability to access

stored information on the ccasions when that informartion would

relevant. As-will be seen, retarded children frequently fail to use



relevant knowledge even when we
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e, a fact that causes

them problems in many areas, it ring deliberate

memorization (Brown & Campione

in addition td LTM, the c

is working memory (also refer.

memory). This is a limited cap

Browii 1978).

onent of the memory system

short-term memory or primary

from which information is lost

rapidly. The loss of informat due to displacement by incoming

information onto simple fading. Retention cannot be ensured unless some

overt attempt is made to maintain the information. The capacity limita-

tion reflects the fact that a person can only keep so many things in mind

at any given time. One additional complication here is thatthe effective-

ness of working memory is limited by both the amount of information being

maintained and the demands'imposed by 'the operations required for. that

maintenance. The more effortful the operations being carried out, the

less room there is for the information being processed. One popular

metaphor is that working memory consists of a fixed number of "bins,

and each unit of information takes up one of them. Maintenance operations

may require one or more bins depending on the efficiency with which the
19

-person can perform the operations.

Much of intentional memorizing, including that which goes on in the

school, the laboratory or the clinical test ng situation, involves the use

of procedures designed to circumvent the bottleneck imposed by the limits

of -_orking'temory. On a very general level, there are two kinds of

situations to consider. In one, the task is to remember a small-amount
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of information, all of which fits into working memory, for a relatively

brieftime. In the other, the total amount of information to be retained

exceeds the capacity of working memory. L. such cases, the individual can

keep only a portion of the information "alive" at any time. This is

more difficult and requires that the information be

way (while it is present in working memory) to make

acted upon in some

it more memorable. To

be more specific, types of information which require explicit effort to

remember include facts for a test, remembering a person's name after an

introduction, remembering ,a new telephone number and other arbitrary

facts. Verbatim recall of facts can usually be accomplished only when a

'memory strategy (an explicit plan, to remember) is used. Examples of

simple memory strategies include underlining the main points in a text

in order to remember them for a test, associating some distinctive

physical features with a person's name when introduced and repeating a

telephone number several times until it can be remembered in sequence.

Whenever a memory task requires the recall 'if a number of pieces of

information., an efficient memorizer might haVe to introduce even more

complex or sophisticated mnemonic strategies. For example, he or she

might elaborate the material so that it fits into a meaningful context

( g., make up a story to embed the items to be remembered) or perhaps

look for redundancies, repeated elements, or categories of information

to help organize the material. Remembering that there were four animals

in a list of words will help the memorizer,,to recall those items later;
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noting the repetition in the sequence 349349 will reduce memory load by

about half- and noting that 149217761941 is not simply a list of twelve

arbitrarily chosen numbers, but rather, three very well °known historical

dates, will make this list eaflly retainable. These strategies help the

memorizer make more efficient use of a limited ability for verbatim

recall.

As i t tu-rns out, "good" memorizers are those who possess a variety'

of strategies for making meaningless material more memorable. We would

like to point out that much of what is learned in school is, at least when

originally presented to the student, relatively meaningless. Facts,

principles, and rules become meaningful only .when some organizational

scheme into which they fit is built up.. During that building process,

the items may be nearly meaningless-to the student and thus more difficult

to remember. After the organizational scheme is learned, new information,

relevant to that structure is more readily remembered- frequently without

any special effort.

A,View of the Retarded Child

Having sketched an overview of memory components, we need to ask where

in this system retarded children experience specific problems. Although

we cannot. review the entire literature here, we would like to indicate

what seems to be the major strengths and weaknesses. To do this, we intro-

duce another distinction, that between involuntary and deliberate memori-

zation (cf. Brown, 1975)'or automatic and effortful memory (cf. Hasher &

Zacks, 1979 The main point is that much of what a person remembers about
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the world finds its way into LTH with no apparent effort. People and

places may be recognized, the de ails,of personally experienced events may

be recalled (including when and where they took Place), and the essential

t of a conversation or story, etc., may be -remembered without any

deliberate attempt to remember them at the time these events were ex-

perienced. The memory system on these occasions seems to function autp-

mafically and requires minimal effort to function. The situations here

are one that tend to involve meaningful information and which require

recall of general details. While there is not enough research upon, which

to base any strong claim, there is at leaSt some reason to believe that in

memory situations like these, mildly retarded children tend to perform

quite well (Brown, 1974). The suggestion Here is that this aspect of

the memory system is relatively intact,: .e., it is not necessarily the ,

case that the entire system of the mildly retarded adolescent is in

some way defective.

contrast, there are many situations wherein we are forced to deal

with information that not meaningful 1)r wherein we need to .recall events

in more detail than would be the case if we were to fall back on automatic

memory processing. in such cases, effortful processing is required, and

we often run into problems imposed by the properties of working memory.

Here there are two potential, sources of problems fo'r the retar.ded child.

The first is the capacity of working memory.

there ar,e functional differences in the use of working memory (e.g., the.

Althopgh it is clear that

well-known problems retarded children have with many memory span tests,
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is not clear whether the differences are due

to the actual number of bins available or to the efficiency with which

maintenance operations are carried out. The second potential source of

problem is the availability of memory strategies to overcome the capacity

limitations of working memory, regardleSS of their size. The data on this

issue are very clear: in general, mildly retarded children fail to pro-
?

duce such strategies spontaneously even when they are obviously necessary

(see any of the reviews mentioned earlier). We will review some of this

research below.

Implications of this research. The most general and optimistic view_

which can be proposed is that, while the retarded child's. memory system

appears to function .relatively well in automatic memory situations, problems

result when the child is required to employ any of a number of strategies

designed to overcome working memory limitations. This view is an opt'-

mistic one, as it indicates that the major problem underlying the retarded

child's poor performance i.s in the area of strategy use. If this is the

case, then it should be possible to improve his performance by teaching

him to use these devices. It is this possibility which has motivated

recent research, and a large proportion of memory studies ith retarded
P

children in the past decade have included a training component. -ore

looking at some of that literature in more detail, we would like to place

it into its historical context to account for what seems to be a para-

doxieal limitation in that research. Specifically, while many training
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studies have been conducted, it is in some sense true that only a small

proportion of that research is really relevant to the question of whether

memory improvements of any practical significance can be achieved through

instruction. To understand why this is so, it is necessary to consider

briefly the history of the training study and its use in comparative /develop-

mental research.

The Training Study (and Its Limitations)

The first important point is that in many areas of cognitive- develop-
%

ment, the training study has served as an important theoretical tool; in V

fact, its use has been more theoretical than practical. The typical

situation in which the training study has been used is as follows: We

have a specific task and indications that different groups of subjects

(young vs. old children, retarded vs. nonretarded children, etc.) perfo

differentially on that task. We would like to know hy. To deal with

this question, we need a theory of what individuals must do to perform

well on that task and some hypothesis about the specific source(s) of

individual differences. As an example consider a memory task wherein

we assume that effective perform nce requires, among other things, the

use of a rehearsal strategy. We also assume that young children perform

more poorly than Older ones because of a failure, on their part to rehearse.

We can test both of these assumptions simultaneously by _raining the

younger children to rehearse. If their performance does improve sig-

nificantly, we are in a position to conclude that our original analysis

1.
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of the task was correct rehearsal were not an important component of

performance on that task, instructing children in use would not lead

to improved performance) and that young children perform poorly, at least

in part, because they fail to rehearse without prompting (if they did

rehearse spontaneously, training would not have been necessary).

These theoretical questions can be evaluated on the basis of the

subjects' immediate response to the training, and it is the case that the

majority of the studies stop at this point. If, however, we are concerned

with the practical implications of that training, we need to ask further

questiOns. Specifically, we need to know if the effects of the training

are durable and generalizable. Will the instructed subjects-continue to

use the trained strategy on the same task given subsequent unprompted

occasions? Will they generalize the use of that strategy to other tasks

on which it would be beneficial? If the answer to these questions is

negative, then the "positive effects" of the training have limited

potential for practical application.

The great majority of the studies with retarded children have looked

only at the immediate effects of training, and we are thus better ab3e to

answer the theoretical, as opposed to the practical, questions. This is

probably not surprising, as tlie initial motivation for research was

p imarily the theoretical one of identifying the sources of memory problems

in the retarded. It was first necessary to show that retarded children

did not tend to use memory strategies appropriately on their own and
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that instructing them to use,strategies would indeed improve performance.

The results of these studitt have been very encouraging because investi-.

gators have been able to design training procedures leading' to,much

luaproved memory performance in many situations. This was no small step,

as i t.indicated,both the type of instruction

that ;success was possible..

that might be necessary and

Foll6wing these studies, a nub r of experimenters have begun to con-

s der the evidence for durability and' generalizaility. While the results

here are Jest encouraging, there are reasons to believe that the picture

is -re optimistic, than,. the data would lead ut.to believe. We will

`e'laborate upon this conclusion in a later section of this paper and

speculate on the form that more successful. instructional routines would

take. Before doing,tha ti however, we will review a number of studies that

show thi ejfects of training on spJcific tasks and that demonstrate nicely

how -large the potential for improvement is.

Rehearse strategy training consists of having the learner continue

to repeat the naMes of items thatare no longer available in order to keep

them alive in king' me _ ry As.

for these strategies. One is when the moun information. to be remembered

ndicated earlier, there are several uses

i s small enough to . "fit" into worleIg m 7mo . In such cates, the learner

can atteMptto keep all the information availablentil it is needed... If
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the amount of information to be retained exceeds the capacityof working

memory, more elaborate strategies will be.necessary.because the learner

will beable to maintain and work on only a portion of the material at

any time. We will consider two. cases here to demonstrate how the two

situations.can be handled.

The..firsYtask-to be reviewed i the keeping-track.task. This,task

is rMilar to everyday situations that require u- to keep track of severe

-things at once. The task reqUire "(a) rehearsal of thp present instances

of the variables and (b) no rehearsal of the'previous instances of the-
, . !

variables. For example, in anearly study of keeping-track performance

with mildly retarded adolescents, Bre(qn (1972) presented sequel-ices of four

pictures, each representing a different category animals, foods,

vehicles, r clothing). On one sequence the participants might be shown

pictures of a horse; pie, car; and shirt. F011owing this sequence, they

would be asked to recall the instance presented for.onc Eke four

categories Ce.g. , animals). On the next tria they might see 'a c

then a, boat, then a tie, and finally a cake and be asked 'o. indicate

which food-had occurred. Across trialS the order and instances of each

category changed_ so that the person was requi.re,d to keep track of the

changing states instances) of fOsur diffeeent variables. (categories). Of

interest here is the composition of the set of pictures used in the experi-
.

mdnt. . A total o.f 16 pictures consisted of two examples, or states, of

one variable (e.g.; foods: p take),.four examples oft-each of two
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variables (e.g., vehicles: train, -boat, plane, car), and six states of

the final yariable. Thus,.specific pictures would recur frequently over

the series of trials.

The most efficient strategy for this type of task is to rehearse the

four items presented in the current set, keeping them available until

the test-occu s. Yntema and Mueser (1960) found that the keeping-track

performance of nonrelarde'd adults was not influenced-by the number-of.

states of each variable. The adults apparently used a rehearsal strategy

update the information-on each trial'and were able to dlsregardpre

viousty presented instances. They would consider only the items presented,

on the current trial and determine which of, those was an example-of the

category b ng probed. .With retarded adolescent subjects however,

Brown (1972). found-that accuracy decreased as the number of states per

variabje increased. TheSe results suggestell. that all of the states of

the variable'were being considered at the time of-the test. It appeared,

then, that_the retarded subjects were not using a rehearsal strategy to

keep track of the states of the variables.,

This early research on ,keeping -track performance led to one of the

more intensive strategy- training studies with mentally retarded adolescents.

Brtlan, Campione, Bray, and Wilcox (1973) trained one group of mildly

retarded adolescents to use a rehearsal strategy in a keeping-track task.

14,

This rehearsal group was trained to epeat the first three items in each

sequence three-times in order and then to-look only at the last item. The

tOgic here Was that looking only at the last item would be ?ufficient to
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lead to. geed .memory, a- the lag time between its presentation and the test

,item would be:very short. A second group was given no rehearsal training.

ConSistent with the findings reported in Brown (1972), the performance

the no-rehearal trakning'gt-oup decreased as the numberbof states per

variable increased. Performance in the rehearsal training group was

higher and not influenced by the numbet of states per variable. Thus,

the pattern of results for the rehearsal-training group was the same as

the results obtained with nonretarded adults (Yntema 5 Mueier, 1960).

The accuracy dataiwere'supplemented PV -some sObed7of-responding data.

Brown et. al. measured the amount of time elapsing between the presentation

of the probe question "What was theanjmair) and the beginning of

subject's response. For the nonrehear'sing-subjeas, the amount oftime

increased as the number of states included increased from twod.to six..

a

In the rehearal group, however', the response time was uninfluenced by(tp

this variable. Again,. the implication is that rehearsing subjects con-
.

-sideronly the items Presented on the current trial; thus, does not

Matter how many states the requested variable has. the absence of

,rehearsal, howev the most recently presented itemS.will not be available

in working memory, and the subjec ill have to check through all the

possible'states and determine which had been seen most recently. This

task shoUld by more difficult .and more time consuming as the number of

alternatives. increases fr two to six.
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Thedata from the experiment indicated that the retarded Fsubjects
\

did not use the - rehearsal strategy when left to their own devices but

that they were able to use it'successfutly when theyw- were instructed to

do so. Recall that they were instructed to rehearse just the first three

items._ Students given no rehearsal. training were correct approximately

58% of.the time whed-tested on these items, whereas the students trained
4

to rehearse averaged around: 85% correct in the same conditions.

In a. second experiment, Brown et al. (1973) tested nonretarded

.

adolescents in,tWo conditions. , A "rehearsal prevention" group was tested

as well as, a "no rehearsal prevention" or free strategy grOup. In the :

'rehearSal prevention group Ihe participants repeated the, name of the

pictures aloud for theduration of picture presentation. This prevented

the cumulative repetition (rehearsal) of the item names. There were no

constraints on the .study'activfties of the free- strategy group. Recall

in the rehearsal prevent on 'condition was dependent on- ..the number.o

statesper variable, whereas recall was not iffluenced by the number

of states per variable inthe free - strategy condition. .The same pattern

of re.ults, was obtained with the response time measure When preve?ited

from rehearsing,- nonretarded ado

\
.

retarded adolescents:

scents performed like 'untrained mentally

The results from'these two experiments seemed to provide, good evP-

dence that effective_ keeping -track performance is dependent on the use of

a rehearSal strategy.' Of most 'importance, however, the results indicate
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rehearsal s

ing relatively simple and brief training.

One other important point'illustrated by t ese two experiments

ategy 1 l ow-

that, in some situations, not every aspect of a memory 'strategy needs

to receive explicit training. The keeping-track task has two strategic

components': rehearsing the sequence presented and "retrieving" the correct

response from the inspection set. Mentally retarded subjects.who were..

not trained to rehearse apparently "seailched" the states of the relevant

variables (as indicated by longer response latencies and lower recall

accuracy). Nonretarded subjects who were prevented from rehearsing were

apparently forced to use the came strategy.: This strategy seems to be

the only alternative when the picture names included i tfie most recentl

presentedinspection -s are not readily available due_ to lack of re-'

hearsal- Whenmedtally retarded indiiriduals were trained to use .a

rehearsal strategy, however-, there wasqla need to train them to retrieve

items from-the inspection set rather than by category

Rehearsal and Retrieval

In some situations

y

maybe necessary to teach both an acqUisi_

ategy.le. g., rehearse and a systematic way of retrieving the infor-

mation to be

Belmont (1973)' provides an excellent rlfustration of this point. Mildly

remembered. 10training study by Butterfield, Wambold, and

retarded adolescents were given sequences of six letters, each a0Pea ing

pn.separate projection screens arranged in a'horizonral array. Note that
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six items are more'then these. children could hold simultanebusly in working

memory. A subject-paced procedure was used in which the participant

preSsed a button to view each item for a fixed exposure before t termi-

nated, but. the_subjedt was allowed to pause as long as he or-she wished

before pressing the buttOn to expose the next item. At the end of each

sequence, one of the letters as- exposed `in a "probe window." The subject

was to indicate the location of the probe letter in the sequence.

Belmont and Butterfield (1971) had previously fotind that mentally'

retarded adolescents-paused very briefly, if at all, between presses,

whereas nonretarded adults 'exhibited systematic pause pattern. Adults

rehearsed the early items in the sequence and then quickly exposed the

.
last feW items The adult, trategy is wellladapttA to the task require-

ments since for a short time after presentation,thelast few items

are easily recalled without rehearsal. Rehearsal of thQ first few items

in that list helps maintain-these items until the recall test.

Butterfield et al. (1973) first trained their subjects to.use a "3

rehearsal strategy similar to that used by adults. The subjects were

trained 0 repeat the first. three letters cumulatively, paOsing to do so

following the third letter and then to expose the last hree,lette s

quickly before an immediate test. Thus strategy raised the level of

performance especially.for the first three letters in the sequence but

recall of the last items was still poor. Butterfield et al. hypothesized

that although-. the-s-ubjects' ere using .the:trained rehearsal strategY, Ihey
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were not using an:appropriate retrieval. strategy. The most effective

retrieval strategy would hAve two parts. First heh the probe item

was presented the last three items would be "searched," taking advantage

of the' fact that these item would not yet have "faded" from the me

Second, i if the letter were not-in the last three, the first -three

rehearsed items would be searched.

rY-

The training proCedure used by Butterfield et al. (1973) required

, several Steps.. The subjects were initially trained to,rehearse:a .sequence

of three letters cumulatively_ and to count to 10 before r colli_ng the

position of the probe item in that set. This gave the Subject practice in

starching a set of three rehearsed items following a delay between the-

rehearsal and the test`. Next, the participant was given six letters and''
5 .

yes instructed to use the 3 -3 rehearsal strategy, rehearsing the first

three andexposing the- lest three letters with Very short ,pauses between

each of the last three letters, and bOtween the last letter and the probe.

DUring thiS phase'the subject astold'tha the test item would always

come fro the last three items. To aid performance, the subject was.

instructed to point to screen\numbers 4. through 6, In sequence, trying

to identif the position of the probe letter by saying the names of the

letters to him/herself. After practice at this the subject w9s told that

d` probe letter might be taken mm'any of the six positions. To deal

with this,the person was instructed to recall the letters, saying -them

to him/herself beginning With letters 4 through 6 and then i through 3.
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aining resulted n'a sub-
,

stantial increase in recall for all six items, here the rehearsal training

alone facilitated recall only on the first three items.

The Butterfield at al. experiments illustrate that the effective-use

of an acquisition strategy, while relatively easy to train, cannot always

be expected to be coordinated with an effective retrieval strategy.

Although subjects in the Brown et al. (1973) study required instruction

,,orithe acquisition strategy, they did not require retrieval egy

training. in contrast, the r=etrieval strategy necessary for the Butter-

field et al'. task did require Special training.' Also,' i is interesting

to note that with the type of training used by Butterfield et al., the

mentally retarded'subjects were able to perform at the same level as

persons with average intelligence. Ih fact, recall following training

was 114% of that obtained-with nonre arded subjects of comparable chrono-

logical age who were not given train

Categorizatipn

ng.

In the rehearsal training studies, such as those by, Brown et al. (1973)

and 136tterfjeld at al.. (1973), cumulative repetition (rehearsal) was

taught as a method for remembering a small set of Ordered.items. In other,

types of tasks, r=ehearsal strategies may not be as effective because the

number of items to be remembered is relatively large. Ir one such task,

the free - recall paradigm, the number of items presented can easily exceed
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a nonretarded adult's ability to repeat a sequence cumulatively. In this

situation, a relatively large set of words (usually 10 or more) is pre-

sented, 'and after studying the set, the person is free to recall the

items in any order. Nonre arded adults-usually try to use some inherent

relatedness of the stimuli as a basis for remembering the words. For

instance, presented with a 16 item list containing four items from each

of four different taxonomic categories (e.g. , food, clothing, flowers,

and occupations), adults will tend to use the categorical structure of

the list as a means of organizing recall. Words from each category will

tend to be recalled together,. even though they were presented in a random

order. The analysis of this "clustering" of recall by cat2gories has

been the predominantmethodior studying organizational strategies' in

free recall.

Research has copsistently.indicated-that Mentally retarded subjects

(and.yoUng nonretarded children) do riot spontaneously adopt strategies

utilizing the categorical,Structure of a list. Several snrdies have

attempted to induce the use of an organizational strategy by presenting

the items by category during, stimulus presentation .("blocking") rather

than using a random order of prsentation (e.g., Bilsky, Evans, &

1972; Gerjuby & Spitz, 1966). Other investigators have-tried to induce

organizational strategies by cueing the subject at the time of testing to

recall the items by category (e Green, 1974). Although these procedures

increased the amount of category clustering, they resulted in only small
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improvements in recall. In most cases, there was no transfer of the

organizational strategy to pew lists of words. The weakness of these

apprOaches to strategy training seems to be that, in contrast to the te-

hearsal training studies, the "training' techniques were indirect. That

is by blocking the st mull according to category at input or by presenting

category cues to th&subject at recall, the experimenter hoped to induce

"an organizational strategythat would facilitate recall.- but the

experimenter who is being strategic in this case and manipulating the

subject, who can remain relatively passive. These indirett methods

appear to be too subtle a manipulation to affect strategic aspects of

study., behavior for mentally retarded subjects.

Recently there:have been more successful attempts to train mentally

retarded children to .actively use organizational strategies. Burger,

Blackman, Holmes, and Zetlin (1978) devised a direct training procedure

in which mildly retarded adolescents were shown 16 cards, each presenting

-icture of a common object. The pictures were from four-categories

clothing; foods, flowers, and tools) with Toth' instances of each

category, 'Our lig the first session (baseline) the 16 cards. were presented

for approximately two minutes and then covered. The subject then attempted ,

to recall the picture names. The categorization training given to one

group of subjects consisted-of.several components: The subject was first
n

asked to-put the pictures-that "go together" in a horizontal row. - -Sug-

gestions were given, if necessary, for arranging the cards by category.
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The subject was- hen asked to label each category represented in the so

ing and to nitre and Count the instances within each category. Next,

the subject was told that the pictures could be remembered best if he

or she would try to-tecall the picture by the groupings. The pictures

erethencovered and the subject was asked to reeall the picture, names.

--- If all of the picture names were not recalled, the experimenter supplied

the, ppropriate category name as a cue.

This training procedure was repeated three times, with different

set of pictures ,each session.. TherS were two follow-bp 'tests: the first,

r three days folloWing training, and the second, three weeks later.

Recall, and,clustaring-follo_ihg training was significantly higher than

for the base1inesestion. Performance was also ,higher,than the recall

and clustering of a group. of mentally retarded adolescents who had re-

eived-the -same-amount of practice on the same stimulus sets but were

not trained to use the categOrization strategy.- Whereas' training studies

failed

and cueing, a substantial improvement in memory performancawas obtained

hen using indirect, passive manipUlations such as category blocking
.

in more direct training methods that demanded the subject's active

employment of a strategy and,providedleedback about the strategy's

effectiveness.

Elaboration

In many situations, ma ial is: ifficult to remembere,because it is

relatively eaningless. One way to deal with such situations is to attempt'
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to search for or invent some meaningful context for the information.

Particular types of,mnemonic techniques designed to bring this about can

be used in a variety of tasks ranging from the learning of simple laboratory-

type paired associates lists to more conv,lex academic topics (see Bransford,

Stein, Shelton, .& Owings, 1980). To illustrate the efficiency of these

techniques, we will use some data obtained in the area of paired-associ ates

learning. 411r, experiments of this type, the subjects see a series of pairs

f items, e.g., fish and telephone, followed by trials on which one item

is presented (e.g., fish and they are required to indicate the item

(telephone) with which it had been paired. One way to facilitate performance

on these tasks 1: to use either verbal or visual mediattors to construct a

' more meaningful context in which to embed the terns being paired. iFor

example, 'in the fish telephone pair, learners either produce the

sentence, "The fish is talking on the telephone," or form a mental image

ofa fish talking on a telephone, retention is dramatically improved. It

is by now clear from along Aeries of studies that older and brighter

children are more likely than. younger or duller ones to use these kinds

of elaborative strategies'(Rohwer, 1973)

In an experiment by Turnure, Bulum, and Thurlow (1976), educable

retarded children were giv0n 21 pairs_of items to learn. There was one

study trial, on which the 21 paired items were presented, one pair at a

time. This was followed by a test consisting of the firSt it" from

each pair presented one item at a time. Separate groups o subjects
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differed in terms of the activities required of them on the study. trial.

We will cons der,only a subset of the groUps here. In the labeling con-

di-ion, subjects simply repeated the names of the items ( g., soap-jacket)

after the tester. This condition served as a type of control treatment

and simulated the type of study activity which can be presumed to be

typical of the edticable retarded. child givene- paired-fttsociates task

In three other conditions, the subjects were reqUired to ahswer "what" or

"why" questions about the.pair, e.g., "What is the soap doing under the

jacket? ", "Why is the soap hiding in the jacket?", etc. The aim of these

procedures was. to lead. the subjects to think about the meaning of the.
A

individual items and to force them to search for possible relations

between the members of each pair. Requiring this kind of "deep processing"

(Craik.6 Lockhart, 1972) about -items or pairs of items generally leads to

good retention, even in cases where subjects do not know theY-wi will be

given later memory tests (Murphy & Brown, 1915). That is, if materials

are presented in such a way as,to lead subjects to think n some -depth

about them, recall of those items will be good, independent of any in-

t6ntion to commit the materials to memory.

In the Turnure (1976) experiment, the differences among the

.

conditions were highly significant. The children in the labeling condition

averaged 2.0 items correct (out of 21),,whereas those in the "what" and

"why" groups were_ correct on an average of 14.4 items, an increase in

t ill. also included groups of nonretardedrecall of over 600%.: Turn
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children matched for'CA (around 7i) with the retarded groups. Children

of this age have not yet begun to use these kindscof elaborativo Stategies

spontaneously, and in fact.their performance was not different from that

of the retarded sample. They performed poorly unless given the questioning

procedures during study in which case they improved-dramatically. Again,

the.conclus' on is that retarded children's mernc ry systems'are not. generally

deficient. When the requisite strategy for the task is not employed by

nonretarded children, no performance differences are apparent.

umT9ja

The data from these experiments (and dozens of others) are -Clear and

quite consistent in indicating both the causes of poor memory performance

by retarded children and ways of improving that performance. When memory

tasks requiring the use of any of anumber of mnemonie strategies are

presented to' retarded children, they seem to remain passive-and fail to

produce active memory routines. TheSe difficulties can be overcome in

.one of two general ways, One is to teach the children the necessary strate-

g es; thiswas the procedure employed n.-the rehearsal and categorization

examples. The other, exemplified in the elaboration example, is to force

the subjects to think more dee0Iy about the to-be-remeMbered material.

When it is presented. Here the burden is on the instructor or experimenter

than on the subject.. The subject does not haVe to Ca y out any,rather

plan on his or her own but simply 4Y answering the 'questions reasonably

(In the Turnure et al. exaMple) ends up with a more durable memory repre-

sentation.
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In either case, the data indicate that the men y performance of re-

tarded -children can be improVed, often dramatically, as a result of well-

designed training.procedures. It is not the case tha( the general memo

system of these children is defective but rather that they experience

major problems when task-appropriate strategies are necessary, problems,

which 'can be greatly diminished by. nstruction. Before claiming that

there are significant practical implications of these results, however,

we need to consider the effects of the training in more detail..

Beyond the Immediate Effects of Training

this section we consider the criteria for effective training in

y

more detail. The previous discussion has focuSed on a single index of

.successful mnemonic strategy training -- initial strategy mastery. Without

denying the impo-tance of thiS criterion as. noted previously, we argue for

the consideration of addition-a) criteria. Merely demonstrating an initial

improvemencin.performance is not sufficient to establish the practical

4
utility of a training program The effectiveness of a program should be

evaluated against three'basic criteria: (a) performance must improve as

the result. oftraining; both in terms of accuracy and in terms, of the

activities '(strategies) used -to effect this accuracy; (b) the effects

of this tr ininw'imust be'durable; it is obviously desirable to show that

'what has been learned through training-is still applied after a reasonable

time period has lapsed; (c) training must result-in.generalization:to a

-class of similar situations Wherein the trained Activity would be
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appropriate; without evidence of transfer, the practical utility of any

training prograft must be called into question.

Durabi=lity or Maintenance of instructedStlAtegie

Most of the studies. reviewed in the previous sections successfully

demonstrated that training improved performance. Among those studies

that have explicitly assessed whether trained mnemonic strategies are

maintained over time, the results are also encouraging, at least for the

more intensive training efforts. For instance, studies of rehearsal.
r

training inmhich multiple practice sessions were used,have resulted in

clear evidence for strategy maintenance. In a study reported by Turnbull

(1974), for example, a series of 14 instructional sessions was followed

by retention feet four weeks later. Turnbull reports that all the

v
children in,,the instructed group. were obserVed continue with the re-

hearsay strategy. The subjects in the Brown e_ al. (1973)-experiment

refereed to previously were also tested for retention of the instructed=

rehearsal strategy. In this case (Brown, Camp one, & Murphy, 1974), the

subjects were tested for retention six months after the last of a series

of 12 instructional sessions. On the retention` est, they were brought
5

back to the laboratory and simply told that they were going to play the

game again, no mention was made of the renearsal strategy they

had been'taught to use. After ix months, the performance of the in-

structed chiAdren was still significantly better than performance of un-

instructed children. Analysis of individual subjects' data showed that

'2 9
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eight of the ten instructed children continued to rehearse and were co

rect on 82 of the trials; compared with 65% correct for the uninstructed

d

ntrol group. Note that 82% correct was almost identical to performance

ring raining, i.e., the subjects who continued to rehearse did so

with no appreciable decrease in accuracy, even six months after training.

V

Studies employing relatively brief periods of instruction, however,

frequently demonstrate only temporary improvements in performance. With

b ilef training the mentally retarded memorizer may show a marked tendency

to '13andon a trained strategy when not explicitly instructed to continue

its\use. This can be illustrated by situations in which retarded children

are taught a strategy for a task and are then given a series of follow-up

tests: on Test 1, they are reminded to use the instructed strategy; on

Test 2, they are given no such reminders; and.on Test 3, they are again

reminded. n a serie SOf studies (Brown & Barclay, 1976; Brown, Camp one,

& Barclay, 1979)4. children with

Tests 1 and 3-but pc

_ntal age of six years performed well on

on Test 2. Note that there was no additional

ning during these tests; performance levels were determined simPly.

by the provision of reminders by the exptrimenter. The strategy was

evidently available to the children on TeSt 2, but they d d,not use it

.

without prompting. in these cases the task re ined the same throughout.

The problem of accessing stored information would be expcted to be even more

problematic when the learner encounters a new task on which the strategy

is relevant. The. proposal that this ability t acceSestored information

for use NY multip esituations is one majdr component of intelligence,
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has been outlined in more detail in Campion ffi'iolzal (1978) and Brown

and CamPlone: (1980).

Overall, it seems to be the case that maintenance of a trained

strategy'occurs following extended strategytrain ng. In fact, somewhat

more fine-grained analyses by Butterfield and Belmont (1972) and Borkowski,

Cavanaugh, and,Reichhart (1978) suggest that the amount of training neces-

sary may vary with Ihe subject. In their studies, they found that

maintenance was a function of the efficiency and precision with which

the strategy was carried out during training. Those subjects who executed

the strategy well atthe time of training were more likely -to maintain

the strategy subsequently. These results indicate that training for

-individual children should continue until-some criterion of strategy use
.o

is achieved, rather than the usual procedu e of- Qstrueting all. subjects

for a fixed number of trials or sessions. While Some additional "Iine-

tuning"\s necessary to help fill out the overall picture, the current

data are encouraging: Maintenance can be achieved with a-sufficient

amount of aining.

Attempts to Assess the Generalization of Training

The third criterion of effectiveness of training in 'mnemonic strate-

gie -generalization, or transfer to appropriate new situations, presents

the most recalcitrant problem for training programs. There is. general

agreement that evidence for flexible generalization to new situations is

sadly lacking. _Inflexibility in the use of trained skills in new situations
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is so pronOunced a probleM for most retarded children that it has come

to be viewed as an almost universal cognitive-deficit. Both American

and Soviet psychologists, not_to mention parents and teachers,,have

repeatedly ob ved the difficulty which even mildly retarded children

experience with generalization. Successfully training a mentally're-
.

tarded child to use a simple mnemonic skill in one specified situation

seems to be well within our competence as instructors; getting the child

to use the information appropriately in other settings appears to be

the major hurdle. ,

In an earlier paper, Campione and Brown (1977) concluded, that there

was almost no evidence in the literature indicating successful beneraliza-

tion-of trained strategies by educable retarded children. This pessi-
,

mistic.nOte can be offset, however, by a number of consideratiOns. The

most important of hese is that many of the studies witl1 negatiVe result

were not- designed specifically to assess generalization and certainly-,
. ,

iere not done for the purpose of achieving generalized effects of

teaining. As noted previously, initial training studies were conducted

.
to determine if strategy training would facilitate performance. When

tests for generalization were included, they were simply "tacked o

at the end of dstudy. It became apparent from these studies that

generalization was not something that wo6lcbe achieved readily and that

if deneralization was something to be hoped'for,,the training procedures'

would have to be modifiedto take this into account.
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In ret ospert, this is not surprising; and, indeed, it now seems

unclear why generalization' would be expected following the typical

training procedures in the literature. In the design of the standard

experiment, the subjects are simply given a memory task and are told to-

employ some strategy. No attempt is made to explain why the strategy

was necessary or how it may have affected performance, much less that

may be useful in other situations. Essentially, the students are required

to induce all this information on their own. 'Retarded children do not

fill in such gaps readily (B 0 n, 1978, Butterfield et al. 1973), so

the results of such experiments seem as though they should have been`

predictable.

The minimal instructions and explanations employed might have led

us to expect no generalization for yet another reason. Recall that one

of the conditions in which strategies are neaessary obtains when the

amount of material to be retained exceeds theCapacity of working memory.

There are data available that indicate that retarded children frequently

overestimate their memory capacity and capabilities by a large amount.

For instance, when shown an array of ten pfttures and asked how many of

them they will subsequently be able to recall, they frequently indicate

that they can recall all ten when in fact they ,can only recall three or

four (Brown, Campione, Murphy, 1977). Given their overestimation of

their own capabifity, it is not surprising that they fail to employ any

strategy to help their recall. It would follow that they would not
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understand why the trained strategy was necessary a d hence, there would

be no:reasOn for them to generalize it.

There is another factor that might be expeCted to impede generalize-

tion, and that-cOncerns the nature of -the skills that have been trained.

Although the various strategies that have been investigated are important

vehicles for the study of strategy training, they are not particularly,

general. In fact, -there are many situations in which the use of the

strategy trained would be Inappropriate. A rehearsal strategy, for example,

is not appropriate for tasks with'a large number of items to be remembered.

Effective generalization of a rehearsal strategy would, therefore require

that the trainee be able to distriminati situations in which rehearsal

would be appropriate from those in which it would not.

For purposes of training, it seems possible that generalize

more likely to occur if more general skills were trained, i.e.

the activities being instructed were truly trans7situational. 16 such

ould

cases, the children could-apply what they had learned without having to

analyze the task to determine whether or not it was appropriate. There

are reasons to believe that this might work. Proponents of cognitive

behavior modification (e.g. MeichenbauM, 1977) have investigated the

effects'of training self - regulation behavior

ask themselves if they understand what..they are supposed to be

they are remainingfon task, etc., and it appears that instructing such

such as having students

general routines results in more generalization than training more specific

behaviors.
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Recently, theorists have taken the approach that attempts to br rig

about generalized effects of training require a reanalysis of the design

of the instructional component of the research; it should be dtsigned

with the goal of generalization in mind (Stokes & Baer, 1977). As

indicated above, there seem to be two general directions in which to

proceed: (a) improvements in the design of training studies (including

the type of instructions and explanations given) and (b) a reconsideration

of the types of skills that are trained. A detailed discussion.of these

two avenues can be found in a paper by Brown and Campione (1978), and

we will give only, -,the highlights here. To our,Anowledge, there is_no

_

study available that satisfies all 'the conditions we feel are necessary

for a completely adequate training study. Given this, the negative out=
.

comes in the literature may be due to the faulty design of the training

rather than to an inability of the subjects to generalize.- To document

this, we will show that some of the factors we regard as important do

influence generalization when manipulated individually. We will then

infer that manipulations of several factors simultaneously will produce

even greater effects.

First, consider the design of training studies and the-hypotheses

that the failure to-obtain generalization is a result of inappropriate

training regimes= Brown and Campione (1978) have:listed -a series of re-

quirements for an adequate study,.if the aim is to produce generalization,

and we will review a number of them here. The first set takes place

.
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before intervention begins and involves a detailed diagnosis .of the original

problercw It should' be established that the skill being trained is one

that is important 'in a variety of situations and that is lacking in the

Immature learner. Even when these conditions are rr t, the specific

causes for the lack should be considered. For example, a child may not

use a rehearsal strategy for several different reasons. The child could

be unaware of, the need for any strategy; or the child could appreciate

that a strategy was necessary but not realize that rehearsal would be

appropriate. this in turn maybe true because a rehearsal strategy was

not used by the child in the past, Even if the child had rehearsed on

some task previously (spontaneously or in response to instruction) the

child may laCk sufficient. nastery over this strategy for a variety of

,reasons, including a failure to recognize the new task as one demanding

rehearsal or an inability to modify the '61.d strategy to fit the precise

demands of the--newtask. While we Could continue, the point seems clear.

Simply -designating a trainee as a nonrehearser is an inadequate diagnosis

of the original state of competence. Very different forms of training

would be indicated for children in various starting states.

A number of recommendations concerning procedures during the Instruc-

tional period warrant, consideration. (a) Include a statement about why

the strategy is needed, ideally With examples of how poor performance

would be without it. (b) Include a detailed specification of the various

components and their assembly, since students may not develop the strategy
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in its full detail, i.e., they may not fill in the missing steps themselves

(cf. Butterfield et al., 1973). (c) Train to some criterion to ensure

that the learner has mastered the skill within the original context before

expecting generalization to a new context. (d) Provide feedback about

the effectiveness of the strategy by indicating clearly the level of

performance achieved with it vs. without it because students are not likely

transfer the use of some procedure unless they are aware that

helpf1.71. (e) Train in multiple settings since instructed strategieS may

remain 'welded" to the training task unless the child is shown that the

strategies are in fact i..eful in a number of tasks. (f) provide direct

instructions about generalization so that the learner understands that

transfer is an:important part of learning. All of these recommendations

are based on the fact that retarded children do not tend to "go beyond

the information given." Without these training procedures there is no

reason t believe that they will infer.that generalization is possible or

desirable.

Ideally, instruction should be tailored to the beginninacompetence

f the learner. However, it may not be possible to describe that competence.

completely before training; and training may fail. One final feature of

a good training-study is that it be designed to distinguish between dif-

ferent possible causes of transfer failures. If the reason for failure

can be specified, the instructional procedures may be effectively re-
.

designed.

3 7
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In addition to suggesting design modifications to maximize generali-

zation-, Brown and Campione (1978) also advocated a reconsideration of the

skills trained. They suggested a concentration on more general skills

likely to be trans-situational. The specific suggestions were based on

the pervasiveness of young children's problems with self-regulation and

control of their goal-Airected activities (Brown, 1975, 1978; Brown &

DeLoache, 1978; Meichenbaum, 1977; Mischel & Patterson, 1976). Slow-

learning children in particular experience major problems when required

to orchestrate and regulate the use of strategies (Campione & Brown, 1977,

1978). An alternative or supplement to training specific skills Would be

train general "metacognitive" skills notably absent in the academic

problem solving of these children Brown .1975, 1978). General meta7-

cognitive skills such as checking, planning, asking questions, self

testing, and monitoring current activities. rarely appear in the protocols

of slow-learning-children, but they are''very general skills app ;cable in

a wide variety ofsituations. In addition, it is the failure of learners

to employ these general "overseeing" functions ,thatseems to be a major

reason for their failure to transfer learned information (Brown, 1974,

1978; Campione & Brown, 1977, 1978). Given this analysis, the logic

for directing training at these skills seems strong.

There is another reason why training attempts directed at general

skill' might be more likely to result in transfer. One problem with specific

skills is that they are just that-specific to a very small claSs of

Situations. For learners. to generalize the effects of instruction in the
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use of specific routines, they would have tc be able to discriminate the

situations in which the routine would be appropriate from those in which

would not Adequate generalization of specific strategies would require

both extended use in novel situations and decisions n,,t to use the trained

routines in other situations in which it would not be beneficial ,(Brown,

1978; Campione & Brown, 1974, 1978). In the case bf general skills;-this

discrimination should not be necessary, as the skill or routine could

simply be used in a whole battery of problem-solving situations without

regard to any subtle analysis Of the task being attempted. In this sense,

'general metacognitive skills" might be the most likely to lead to transfer

across task boundaries.

As a final comment_hpreithese two suggestions regarding deS n of

training Studies and choice of skills are not mutually exclusive. in fact,

we believe that the besf programs will behbse that include both the well

designed training of skills together with the training of procedures for

overseeing those skills. We would argue that instructing specific skills

without explicit instruction in their use and management is unlikely to

lead to generalization. Also, we do not see how management of skills

can be taught in the absence of specific skills to be overseen. Again,..

the implication is that both should be considered when instructional
in

rOdtines are being developed.

While.no studies have. all the features outlined above,

studies taking some of them into account have begun to appear. The
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result has been an inc ease in the likelihood of obtaining transfer,

allowing much more optimistic forecasts about our ability to engender

practically important improvements in memory performance.

Recent Research Genera ization

In this section, we will indicate some of the factors that have been

sho6 to influence the likelihood of obtaining strategy transfer. In a

number of studies with nonretarded children (e.g., Borkowski, Levers, &

Gruenenfelder, 1976; Kennedy & Miller, 1976), an instructed strategy was

more likely to be maintained in the absence of experimenter prompts if it

had been made clearthat the use of the strategy did result in improved'

performance. Apparently, for these subjects, the utility of the strategy

was not appreciated without explicit feedback, and simply providing that

information resulted in increased transfer. In a pair of studies with

nonretarded (Kestner & Borkowski, 1979) and retarded (Kendall, Borkowski,

& Cavanaugh, Note 1) children, training centered on the use of elabora-

tive strategies to facilitate paired - associates learning. The train

-extended over four days and involved a number of features, including

explicit feedback about the strategy's effectiveness. A generalization

task was also employed; the difference here was that the children were

ng

required to learn triads, rather than pairs, of words. In both experi-

.

ments, children given the elaboration training outperformed control

children on boththe training and generalization tasks.
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We turn now to a study by BelMont, Butterfield, and Borkowski (1978)

invdstigatipg the,.role of training in,multiple, rather than single, con-

texts. They were concerned with the mouse of a variety of rehearsal

:(

:strategies. to be used, on some similar Olort-term memory taskg. In each

case, the subjects, 1,2° to 15-=year-old retarded children, saw a series

.of seven fetters, one in each of h row of, windows. They were allowed to

go through the list at their own rate. This study trial was,the4 followed

by one of the memory tasks. In three of them, they were required to recall

all seven items,. but In different orders. The three condition were 3/4,

4/3 and 2/5. In th 3/4 condition, for example, the-subjects were,to

recall the last three items of the set, followed by the first four Items'.

4n a prObed recall task, theset of 'seven items was fellowed by a test

e ter, and, they were told to indicate the window in which that letter

appeared. The 'point is that rehearsal processes were necessary on

each of these -asks -although'tha specific form of the strategy had-to

be modified to take into consideration the specific 'demands of each.

Fo'r examp4e,lhi the 3/4 case;, the optimal strategy. 'would be to vie. the,

=first four 'items and then pause and rehearse them as a group ,until they

are learned. Following this, the last three items should be viewed more

rapidly, and the subjects should attempt :e all of the set immediately..

GOing from a 3/4 rep]] to a 4/3 recall' required the learner both to

recognize hecontinUed need for-rehearsal an to modify the strategy to

conform to the changing.retponse requirem .t.,

'41
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the Belmont et al, study, two_gloups of retarded children were,

invalved, one that received training

was.taught to deal with both the 3/4 and 4/3 tasks. While the group.

rained pnly on the 3/4 case did not show evidence of generalization,

the-twice-trained group did continue to rehearse on the 2/5 and prObed

on'only the 3/4 task and one that

recall tasks. In these tasks; they,showed study patterns consistent ith

reheara1 usage, and their recall scores were about 170% of those .of

the singly-trained group. While the variation s in the tasks employed

.

here are small and thus the.amount of generalization demonstrated some-

'what limited, the redults are impressive and-indicate the potential gains
U

o be achievedthrough training in multiple contexts.

o

The final study to be described'assesse4 the effects of instructing

mildly retarded children-in the use of a general "stop, test-, and study"

routine (Brown, Campione, & Barclay, 1979). The initial task on which
e

ipstruction was given was- one in which subjects were-required to study

'a supraspan list of pictures until they felt they were. ready to recal..l

all the p ures in order. The pictures were Presented in a series of

windows, and the subjects could view any picture by pressing its window.

On_ly.0ne picture was yislble at a time, but the sub ects could investigate

the windows in any order and as frequently as they wished. They were also

i

d to 'ring a bell when they felt they were ready to be tested for recall.
'

.

ff 1

in a seriespf preliminary sessiolos the maximum number of pictures each

child could recall in this situation was determined individually for each
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child. from thi oint on- each child was given a series o trials on

which he or. she was required to recall 11tiilles the maximum num6er;

thus, if a child could. recall five items without aid, eight items would.

be presented on-each experimental trial.

. Performance. was initially poor on this more difficult task; even

though the .children..were free to study for.as, longoas they liked. During

the training portion of the study, children were taught strategies that

could be used to facilitate their learning of the lists along with the

overseeing or monitoring of those strategies. The latter aspect of

wining was accomplished by emplbying strategies that includedself-

testirig.component and by ..telling the children'to monitor their state of

learning. for example, in a rehearsal condition, the subjects, were told

to break the list down into manageable subsets (three items) and rehearse

those subsets separately. They were also instructed to continue rehearsing

the group of subsets until they were sure they could ,:recall all tha items.

Note that one can only continue to rehearse all the items if he or she can

remember them well enough to produce them-for rehearsal. Thus, in this

situation, rehearsal serves both to facilitate learning and- to pro idlt

a check_on the state of that learning..., Anbther strategy, anticipation,

which- included similar self-testing featdres, was ibcluded.. Children in

a final condition, labeling, served as a control group. Children in this.

condition were Co go through the list repeatedly,- labeling each item

as se4 it, and to continue that activity until they were sure

they were ready to e cal
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1 present Were the data fO'r only an older group of educable

.retarded children (mean IQ 70

s.t'-i

mean MA .8). Children taught the

gles involving a self-testing component improved their performance.

significantly, whereas those in the centrot condition did pot. These

effects were_extremelydurable, lasting over a series of post - tests,, the

last one year after the training had ended.. Shortly after the one-year

follow -up test, the children were tested for generalization to amore

typical school task, studying and recalling pros6 materials. Those

students giveq either rehearsal or anticipation lraiingoutperformed a

pair of control groPps. They showed both better comprehension and recall

of the texts. Thus, the effects.of instruction given in the context of

learning to recall aseri of pictures generalized to the very different

situation of studying texts.

practical cations of Strate rainin Research

Given this body of research, what can we say, about the modifiability

of he memory capabilities of the retarded child?.. We think quite a lot.

It is by now abundantly clear that whereas retarded children perform .

poorly in ,a wide variety o'f memory tasks- .these tasks tend to be ones in

which particular strategies must be used to effeCt efficient performance.

Fortunately, if they are induced to carry out the right Operations during

study and retrieval, their performance improves. This can be achieved in

either of two ways, the choice of which depends upon exactly what' the aims

of intervention is.

a
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The Hirst case is one in which retarded children must learn and

remember some specified set of faits or items. We by now have a relatively

good understanding of the processes necessary to bring ab ut dUrable'
. r

memo les. Individuals who engage in deep processing (Craik & Lockhart,

1972) Or broad elaborative processing (Anderson & Reder, 1979) of material

to be retained show good retention. It is,important that this outcome°

does niptdepend upon.the individual's intention to remember, i.e., good

retention is.an automat! result of sCich'prOcessing. For example,'

Murphy and Pro1n-(1975) showed-4-year-old children a set of 16 items,

four fro- each of four categorieS. !none condition, the children were

instructed to remember the items and were given 2 minutes to study them.

In two'othei- conditions, the children were given 2 minutes to sort the

iteml into categories

items and note some

of these

for them memory of the"pictures; in the other, no warning about the

;.forced'to think about the -meaning Of the

similarities and differences between them. In one

o Conditions, they were told-that they would later be teSted
+4

iMpendingImemory test Was given The.The. main outcomes were that (a) the'

(50) than the simple instructionslatter two conditions led to better recal

to- remember condition (34%), and (b) the two categorization groups did not

differ, the children who did not know they would be tested for memory

recalled as many items as those who were forewarned.

The conclusion from these data is that the way in which the learner

interacts with the material determines the accuracy of recall. It does-
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not seem to matter whether the learner engages those activities in.an

attempt to remember .or-,As,"tr cked".into doing so. Thus, in the Turnure

et al. (1976) experiment, leading the subjects to th!rik in some depth

about the pairs of items resulted in superior performance. If the_ goal

is to produce good memory of some specified set of material, we do not

need to rely on the student's producing the necessary' mnemonic pyrotechnics.

If, during instruction, we force them to carry out the appropriate opera-
r

tion, good memory should result.

The second goal we. might aim for is to teach retarded children how

to spontaneously. employ some of the strategies and operations. necessary for

good retention, rather than having them rely on external agents.. To do

this, we must provide them with the skills and strategies upon which

memory relies and teach-them how to go about recOgnizing situations in

which' he skills, or simple variants of them, are appropriate,

teach, them to generalize. While'we have a long way to go in'this area,

we are making a beginning. Recent work has begun to show that generalize-

tion is achievable and to indicate some of the factors that should be

included in any'training program. Our own feeling is that we know enough

about both memory and the retarded child's cognitive profile that we can

devise a "memory/curriculum aimed at achieving this goal, and we have in

fact begun doing this. We do not have any data yet, nor do we have space

1 '

1
,

here to describe the overall program, but we can indicate the form the

instruc tion will take..
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In deacribing this "curriculum, we also summarize the-paper

the design of such a program depends upon our knowing what the source of

the retarded child's memory problems are and upon our - hypotheses about

which aspects can be improved and how we might go about improving them.

Our-beginnifig point is that retarded children experience memmemory problems

becaute:' (a),they do not produce the mnemonic strategies- necessary on a.

number of tasks', possibly ,becauae (b) they do not have a good understanding

of the strengths and weaknesses of their me- rry system or how it works.

Finally, (c) they do not systematically regulate their own attivity,

either as gene al: roblem-solvers or, more specifically,, as intentional

memorizers.

Tile first step is to teach the childrbn that, for anyone, remembering

i -.very difficult and limited in some situations, whereas in other cases,

good retention is relatively easy to achieve (i g., recalling the names

of a set of 25' pictures is very hard, but simply recognizing that you have

seen-the-pittures _before is,' extremely easy; recalling a series of two
,

digits hard; etc.). They can also.be taughtdigits is easy, but of ten

how to, recognize the areas in which they will have problems,

of the factors that-make remembering difficult -kind, of memory test to

be employed, aMount of material meaningfulness of the material, etc.

some

After this, we will outline a number of strategies. for dealing with these

situations.. Each strategy will be illustrated on a variety of problems

minimize welding effects), and there will also be examples of problems

4 7
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in which that - strategy mOuld be inappropriate. ,This can be achieved by

giving explicit feedback about-recall when the child does, or does not,

use the strategy. This component of the program consists of comparing

and 'contrasting the kinds of tasks in Which one or another strategy would

be app ropri ate. The aim is to indicate to the trainees thaf\generahiza-

tion is something:they shouriPaim for and'to teach them somethingabout.

hoW they should go about.

The preceding steps have been copcerned with identifying. the newt

for some strategy and selecting, one that matches the task at hand. We

then turn to the-management. and monitoring of the chosen strategy. For

exampla, child en will be told to stop and to t themselves regularly to

check on how well they are learning. On the basis of'this checking, they

can decide whether to cease studyingi if. learning is adequate, continue
,

studying with the samstrategy, or find that they are not improving and

abandon that strategy to search for abetter approach. While these various

steps seem to be acquired naturally by children- of aVerage br-greater----

Intelligende, there is evidence that each one causes problems for the

retard child, hence the need foi- the kir;c1 of explicit instruction in-
,

oluded here. (For a more e detailedLdescription of the issues involved in

the selection of generalizing strategies, see Campione & Brown; 1977
3

Finally, in addition to providing instruction on each of these

component skills, we will include the kind of self-management procedures

used with considerable, success by the proponents of cognitive behavior
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modification 'techniques e_chenbaum,/1977) These procedures are de-

signed to maximize the 1ikelihood that the products of our instruction,

11 be accessed when needed to deal with memory requirements of new

problems, to lead the chlidren to thi.nk systematically about what

they 4eed to do in their current situation. In ou application, instead

of instructing very general/self-management skills ("Do I understand

the task?", "Am I attending?" etc.); we will 'introduce more memory-
.

1

memory-

specific questions. When confronted with a memory situation, children

will be taught to ask themselves (a) "Can I remember easily?" and to self-
/

test if not sure. (b) "if not, what do I need to do?" (c) "Is this

task like any others I have worked on?" (d) "What did I do there, and

can I do something like that here?" If some approach is taken, (e) "Am

I making acceptable progress?", etc. The aim here is to introduce a

plan for managing the child's memory resources and to make explith the

way in which the va nodes instructed activities should be onsidered apd

sequenced -to deal-with some _novel ,or even _old tasks.

SuMmary

this chapter,, we-have considered some of the research ai med at

-understanding and remediatUng-the memory performande of mildly retarded

children. We found areas in which their retention seemed quite good.and_

concluded that the overall memory system Was not just generally deficient.

When, however,,mnemonic strategies were required, retarded children did

perform poorly. Teaching them the relevant strategies or leading'them to
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engage in appropriate activities did, result iii Much enhanced recall, thus

indicating the potential for improving memory. While the results are

sufficient if the goal I 0 achieve retention of some speCified. material,

we argued that they are not sufficient if we.want more widespread effects.

in this'eete practically imp ortent benefits would Accrue only if

could. also provide evictenCe for the maintenance and generalization of

t aining.,effects. While early data were not encouraging in this egardj-

more recent work aimed at producing generalization has been more successful

and has served as- the basis for increased optimism.

As a final comment, we try to practice what we teach and have engaged

in some checking and monitoring activities ourselves with-relgard to the,

current state of our memory and instructional theories., We- feel that

theories are developed so sufficiently that we are willing to try to develop

a memory package which we can'. take into-the classroom with some hope of.

:success. While we may turn Out to be wrong, this willingness is at.least

a measure of 'our evaluation of the current Siate:of knowledge. A few

years ago, we would not have been neAly as willlMgYand the inference Is
A

that the field as a wholels making progress. toward some practically sig-

nificant_applications. Further, we wOuld expect more' rapid advances

the future, as many workers in the-field have come to ifieig such practical!cal

success as an important yardstick against whith to evaluate theories,

resulting in a convergence of "basic" and "appliedU research*goals; we

anticipate that this distinction will become even more blurred. with.time.

9
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Reference Note

Kendall, C.,= Borkowski, J. C.,.& Cavanaugh, J. C. Maintenance and

generalization of an interrogative strategy_ by P1R chtldren. Paper

presented at the Tenth Annual Gatlinburg Conference on Research in

Mental Retardation, Gattinburg., Tennessee, March 1978.
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